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Prestige Line

1. 
 

Display of letters PHARMACY and three
    rings of LED diodes.
2. 

.
Automatic regulation of brightness

    (4 levels of global brightness)
3. Each letter of PHARMACY and the frame can
    be turned on with another level of brightness.
4.  - green diodes, 
     letters „PHARMACY” - white diodes.

Standard color of diodes : rings

5. .Possibility of work with 21 different animations

Remote control by infrared radiation
(ON/OFF and changing the animation).

MODEL HEIGHT WEIGHT THICKNESS MASS
AVERAGE
POWER

CONSUMPTION
PRICE NET

SINGLE SIDED CROSS

DOUBLE SIDED CROSS

80 cm

10 cm

5 kg

15 kg

10 W

20 W80 cm 80 cm

80 cm 4,5 cm

OPTION

FRAME (for perpendicular
installation to the wall)

DESCRIPTION
PRICE
NET

490 

990 

60 

Led pharmacy cross - 

Dedicated to the Prestige Line crosses.
Necessary to double sided crosses.

Useful for single sided crosses installed perpendicularly to the wall.

POSSIBLE COLOURS

OF DIODES
Yellow, amber, red, blue, green, white -



MODEL

90 cm

9 cm

9 kg

15 kg

25 W

50 W90 cm 90 cm

90 cm 9 cm

OPTION

WIRED CONTROL - LAN

DESCRIPTION PRICE NET

REMOTE CONTROL - WiFi

Pharmacy monochromatic cross is a very 
effective way to distinguish the pharmacy.

Any content can be displayed with the visual 
effects. 
Thanks to the effects  you can highlight some 
important content, inform about product 
promotion or about duty hours of the pharmacy. 
What is more, cross is equipped in clock, 
thermometer and calendar which can be 
presented alternatively with the advert.

FRAME 
(for perpendicular

installation to the wall)

Possible colours of diodes:

980 

1930 

-

100 

50 

LED PHARMACY CROSS - monochromatic

HEIGHT WEIGHT THICKNESS MASS
AVERAGE
POWER

CONSUMPTION
PRICE NET

Cross works via LAN like remote device. Can be connected to the computer
via HUB or Switch.  Connection line – twisted pair UTP, connectors RJ45.

Configuration software for Windows – included. 
Computer required only to change the content on the display.

Cross works via WLAN Wi-Fi like the remote device.
Can be connected to the computer via acces-points, routers.

Wi-Fi antenna is integrated inside the cross. 
Configuration software for Windows – included. 

Computer required only to change the content on the display.

Frame dedicated to MONO crosses.
Necessary to double sided crosses.

Useful for single sided crosses installed perpendicularly to the wall.

SINGLE SIDED CROSS

DOUBLE SIDED CROSS



CROSS RGB25 SINGLE SIDED

OPTION

WIRED CONTROL - LAN

DESCRIPTION
PRICE
NET

Pharmacy full color cross is a very effective way 
to distinguish the pharmacy. Allows to display 
the text and the graphics.  Full color gamut will 
allow adapt the device to the individual character 
of Your Pharmacy.
Any content can be viewed with the visual 
effects. 
Thanks to the effects  you can highlight some 
important content, inform about product 
promotion or about duty hours of the pharmacy. 
What is more, cross is equipped in clock, 
thermometer and calendar which can be 
presented alternatively with the advert.

CROSS RGB25 DOUBLE SIDED

CROSS RGB20 SINGLE SIDED

CROSS RGB20 DOUBLE SIDED

CROSS RGB16 SINGLE SIDED

CROSS RGB16 DOUBLE SIDED

124 cm

124 cm

100 cm

100 cm

81 cm

81 cm

124 cm

124 cm

100 cm

100 cm

81 cm

81 cm

9 cm

12 cm

9 cm

12 cm

9 cm

12 cm

15 kg

26 kg

12 kg

22 kg

10 kg

18 kg

88W

176W

65W

130W

53W

106W

1780 

3560 

2980 

1380 

2760 

-

100 

50 

70 

LED PHARMACY CROSS – full color

Cross works via LAN like the remote device. Can be connected to the computer
via HUB or Switch.  Connection line – twisted pair UTP, connectors RJ45.

Configuration software for Windows – included. 
Computer is required only to change the content on the display.

REMOTE CONTROL - WiFi

FRAME 
(for perpendicular

installation to the wall)

Cross works via WLAN Wi-Fi like the remote device.
Can be connected to the computer via acces-points, routers.

Wi-Fi antenna is integrated inside the cross. 
Configuration spftware for Windows – included. 

Computer required only to change the content on the display.

Frame dedicated to FULL COLOR RGB20 and RGB16 crosses.
Needed to double sided crosses.

Useful for single sided crosses installed perpendicularly to the wall.

FRAME 
(for perpendicular

installation to the wall)

Frame dedicated to FULL COLOR RGB25 crosses.
Needed to double sided crosses.

Useful for single sided crosses installed perpendicularly to the wall.

MODEL HEIGHT WEIGHT THICKNESS MASS
AVERAGE
POWER

CONSUMPTION
PRICE NET

1490 
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REMARKS:

- Programmation before delivery - 40,00

- Remote programmation - 300,00 € net/ 
     1 hour work with the client

 Prices mentioned above don’t include transport 
and installation costs.

 € net
      (standard program - pharmacy name, open 

hours)
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